Summary

This is the Domestic and International Pricing Engine Web Services (version 11.10.1.0) for the January 2021 Release. The following is a list of enhancements included in this release.

UI Changes – Business Calculator (No Impacts)

**BNS 5440 (1364) - Bus Calc UI - Change to Mail Piece Options Clears Filters**

The new business calculator now maintains filters even when show rates is clicked.

**BNS 5440 - Business Calculator, First Class postcard Price Group response**

The new business calculator no longer includes the zone for the description on first class postcards.

**BNS 5440 - Business Calculator, Add Machinable and Nonmachinable to the description**

The new business calculator when returning FCMI letters includes machinable, and nonmachinable in the description

Logic Changes – (Impacts)

**D-57835 - Price Engine Minimum Dimensions Not Enforced**

This corrects a current bug where minimum dimensions are not enforced and would return the mail service.

Impact on Existing Applications

WSDLs have not been update; you should not have to rebuild your applications.